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THE ACR
, .
A SEMI-MONTHLY PUBLICATION BY THE MONTANA STATE SCHOOL OF MINES
I .
Number 4Vol VII. BUTTE, MONTANA, WEDNESI~iAY, FEIBRUARY 27,1929
NEW SEMESTER HERE ANDRE\VS LECTURES' CLAPP TALKS ON ,GREETINGS 'TO THE
ON THE GOBI GEOLOGY,OFSTAT£ -SECOND SEMESTER
FRESHMEN
a.greeable half hour of conversation was vote of the people in November, 1920.
enjoyed. For the biennium 1927-29, $48,500 a year
Vertiser, may be a feeling that you are The major items of increase in the
advertising only to a group of students, maintenance appropriation are for com-'
but your advertisement is carried out all plete modernization of the Ore Dressing
over the world to those who have mem- laboratory; for lit;>rary books, staff, and
ories of Mines and who hold a good feel- equipment; for the museum, for repairS
ing for those who help make our little to the foundation of the Main Building;
publication possible. and for campus improvement.
Place your bets early on who's going
to get through the new semester. It has
started like any othe rsemester in that
all professors' are complaining of having
too little time in which to put over the
subjects they are teaching. That is well
we, the students, feel that there is too
little time for us to get those subjects in
the manner in which they should be got.
Only too well do we realize that more
time should be given to each and every
subject. And how the sophomores like
to have an eight o'clock five days a week!
Because there are some conflicts the
courses have been turned topsy turvy in
an effort to give as much satisfaction as
possible.
Another difficulty that some kick about
IS that there is no opportunity, in the
present schedule, to take any elective cour
Sf:S. Of course some students always fecI
hurt because of lack of any 'language
courses in the regular curriculum. A
course in German would certainly not be
out of place in an engineering school.
We certainly agree with Dr. rhomson
in that the library should be the heart
of the institution. We are troubled with
heart attacks of various kinds which are
especially noticeabe when one attempts
to use the llbrary. Have you ever tried
to take a book out? It has always given
us lIT t pleasure to be able to walk thru
the stacks and skim a book here and
there. When you have to look up some-
thing In particular It Is no great diffi-
culty to locate the desired book without
r sorting to the files which are in many
cases rather misleading.
Yest(·rdl1ywe tried to find a book with
some modern physics at the Butte Pub-
lic LIbrary. The books there are so old
that one is llkely to pick up a physics
and read that electriCity is a flilld. Some
periodicals mIght contain the desired in-
formation but that remains to be seen
at some future date. What couldn't we
do if we had a good librarian on the job
at the Mines?
It wasn't very long ago that the typi-
ul garb of every engineering student
consisted of boots, breeches and a stet-
son hat. How times have changed! The
School of Mines man today looks just as
human as his neighbor. Only on sur-
veying and geology tl ips do the budding
young en1neen: :lppear in the supposedly
pro! ) arb.
D 'nll' Examina.tion week we thought
t" t me of our students were trying
ou for part.~ In "The GorUla" or some
'" ell pla -the hurall.e appearance many
of our leading shleks scared away sever-
al mother's boys that mJght have regis-
tered In our mJdst.
We're at It. apin and whlle our num-
bers are alJgblly dlmlnlsbed we have sev-
eral n w members to the family. The
old st.udents that came back to us with
trat on are:
Don Mayo, Senior.
William Moore, SenJor.
AfiIdred Barnes, Sophomore.
Oene LIttle, Sophomore.
Gordon Williams, Freshman.
Becker HosJd.ns.
Among the new students are:
Victor Bates.
Thomas Banfield.
Dwight Elderkin.
Victor Nlcolaissen.
Dra Funck.
1
We are certainly all
people with us. (Also
we dJd not get.)
glad to see these
any whose names
AFFAIR GIVEN FOR
CO EDS OF MINES
The co-eds of the SChool of Mines were
honor guests recently at a daintily ap-
pointed luncheon given at the A. E. Koe-
nig home, 1250 West Porphyry street,
with Mrs. Koenig, Mrs. E. S. Perry and
Mrs. Fred Gilbert, hostesses. _
The pretty table was gaily decorated
with spring blossomS, a wonderful wood
fire blazed cheerfully in the brick fire-
place, and after a delicious lunch an
Covers were placed for Mrs. Josephine
Converse, Mrs. Elizabeth Roach, Misses
Patsy Alsop, Ann Anderson, Elizabeth
Brinton, Tecla Davis, Ruth Dickason, Bes-
sie Ellis, Florentine Eno, Celestine Hen-
ratty, Pearl Hirsh, Margaret Kelly, Mary
M. Lowney, Eleanor Rice, Clara Roat,
Naomi Stemhelm, Margery Trueworthy,
Dorothy Richards, Margaret Helehan,
Bess Wallace, Josephine WeiSS, Winifred
Woodhouse, Mildred Barnes, Gwen Cul-
bertson, with the hostesses.
This little paper, the Acropolitan, has
probably a more widespread circulatIon
than any other similar school paper in-
the United states. It has been the policy
since it's founding to send a copy of each
issue to every alumnus,. South America,
China, Australia, Africa, Poland, etc.,
these copies find their way carrying to
M. s. S. M. engineers in responsible po-
sitions all over the globe a contact with
the old school. And with you, Mr. Ad-
MINES - ST. CHARLES THE -MINING SCHOOL COEDS GIVING·
OF THE FUTURE DIFFERENT DANCEMines and Mt. St. Charles supporters
were surprised last week when they were
notified thru the daily papers that there
would not be a Mines-Mt. St. Charles
A lanky, well-dressed, rather bald man,
speaking with a New England accent, is
our impression of Dr. Roy Chapman an-
drews. He was introduced about half
hour after the lecture was scheduled to
start, and then there was some trouble
about the lights and' the focusing of the
projection machine. But when the lec-
ture was over nobody seemed to regret
the delay.
He started by telling of a prediction
that was made not so long ago in regard
to finding proof in Asia .that that contin-
By F. A. THOMSON.Dr. C. H. Clapp, president of the Uni-
versity at Missoula was the speaker for basketball game. To say that they were If you could have your choice or .a
the only ones surprised would be a half Apparently the oldest mining school in couple or three splendi-gorgeous wishes;
truth. The Mines athletic authorities the world is the Ecole des Mines, 'which offered you by the mythical fairy god-
were as surprised as were the fans of was established in 1778, although it is pos- mother, what would you take? Why, a
Butte. In order to explain the basketball sible that the Bergakademies of Claust- Carnival Dance, 'of course! What better?
situation between the two schools this hall, Freiberg and Przibram are equally And that's just what you're going to get,
year it is best to go back and relate the ancient. The Swedish Bergskolan was too-now who says wishes never eome
history of the negotiations that ended in established at Falun in 1821 and was later true.
moved to Stockholm. The Royal School
the regular meeting of the lecture course The second semester freshman is al-
held in the Metallurgy building, Feb. 5. ways a vastly different sort of being from
He spoke on the geology of Montana, the first semester freshman. For one
particularly the western part. In intro- thing, there are not neal'ly so many of
ducing him, Dr. Thomson said that when him. This one has run ' hort, of money
the! first met, Dr. Clapp was the presi- and has had to go to wort: that one has
dent of the School of Mines and during concluded that scholarship is not his
their conversation informed him that he Ifield and has faded away without walt-
was going to make this the ,greatest school ing for what he knows must be the in-
of mines on earth. Although there have evitable verdict of the examInations; and
been several changes since then which still another has fought a brave, last-
have prevented Dr. Clapp from conttnu- ditch fight with the ex~inations and
ing' his efforts toward this goal, both men gone down to defeat wfth his colors
agreed that another attmept is in the nailed to the mast-head, as it were. Now
process of being made. we all love a good fighter, and here let
Dr. Andrews' home in Peking was used .
During the short period of one hour, me say parenthetically to those freshmen
as headqus:ters for all of the expeditions. I the renowned geologist traced the his-
From Pekmg they went to Kalgan, a torical geology of this section from the
frontier town on the Mongolian desert. earliest periods of formation down to the
From here was sent out the camel caravan present date. He cited many nearby ex-
that preceded the expedition with supp- amples of the' different formations and
lies. A month later the main expedition
set out in automobiles. The automobiles
were Dodges, which held up remarkably
well throughout the trip.
From Kalgan the expedition headed
into the west where they met failure. The
camels died and no important discoveries
were made. When the hardships, due
mostly to the sand, became too great they
turned back and headed East. From that
time success was theirs. In the East they
found the graves of the "Dune Dwellers".
Thousands of the stone age Implements
that they had made and used were found.
Bones of massive titanotheres and mas-
todens delighted the paleontologists.
Thousands of specImens were shipped
back to this country when the expedition
returned.
different states by the amount of land else you could ask. 'Bout the only thing
designated as an endowment for lnstttu- that'll be the same as at former Mines
tions devoted to mining instruction. For dances is that Jan Rich's orchestra will
example, the Enabling Act, which includ- play. And if that's not added enticement
ed North and South Dakota, Montana, then we don't know anything about danee
a cancellation by st. Charles.
ent was the -central origin from which
the land animals spread into Europe and
America. This has been proven satisfac-
torily in the exploration of the Oobi.
Yea, verily, it'll be an exceedingly pes-
simistic, cynical, indigo-hued Miner who
asked for a game with the Mines. They tablished at about the same time. won't be happy the night of Feb. 27-{)r
stated that they desired an early game,' Largely as a result of agitation by Ray- else he'll be so dumb there won't be any
in fact they wanted to schedule the game mond and others for the. establishment of hope for him. 'Cause he'll be dumb if
for the middle of December. The Mines, a National School of Mines, Columbia he doesn't come to the Coed dance,-and
while notifying St. Charles that they College as it was then, established a it'll be impossible for him to be any thing
would play them the usual game, de- School of Mines in 1867. Massachusetts but hilarous there.
clined to play them so early in the season Institute of Technology followed with a
Early in the present season St. Charles of Mines at London must have been es-
This dance is going to be everythingwho have fallen by the wayside, that we
hope to see you back again next year,
fortified by-the experienceyou have gain-
ed:
The arrangements for the game came to Mining course in '68, Lafayette and Le- you have ever imagined with a little more
a stop. The Mines went ahead and ar- high in '70, Washington University at St.
ranged their schedule and kept week end
dates for St. Charles. But at every offer
of. a week end St. Charles pulled into
their hole and insisted on a middle of the
Louis in '72, Pennsylvania in '74, Wiscon-
sin in '76, and "Michigan in '78, although
thrown in for good measure .. ·Of eourse
we won't tell you now what it's goi~lg
to be like, for that'd. spoil the surprise,To those of you who have weathered
the storm, let me congratulate you, and
if I may do so without hurting your feel-
Ings, remark that you are like babies who
have lived through the first year-your
chances of survival to the diploma-re-
ceiving stage are immeasurably increased;
all that you need to do now is to keep up
the good work.
There Is one thing about studying-
the more you do of it, the easier it be-
comes. Personally, I find it easier to
concentrate on the job in hand every
year I live, and I think you will find that
to be the case with yourselves.
So I hope you will not grow weary in
well dotng-c-the first hundred days (which
is just about the length of the first sem-
ester) are the hardest, and now that you
have these behind you let me wish you
equally good luck for the rest of your
periods, thereby making his talk espec-
ially lnteresting to the engineers' and stu-
dents who are familiar with this part of
the state.
Richards states (Footnote, Transactions
A. I. M. E. Vol. 15, 'page 320) that degrees but of one thing you can assure yourselvell
have b.een given by the University ;f -it's going to be different from any
week game. The Mines insisted on a Mines dance ever held before. That's
game on a Friday or Saturday. Then Michigan in the mining course since 1868. quite a promise, isn't it? And we're going
E t tart d t k trl to B t h The western American mining schoolsa on s arte 0 ma e rips u te T e to live up to it, too.
wires, on both telephone and telegraph, owe their origin very largely to the wts-
were kept hot by Eaton, asking for a dom of Congress, which thru the enabling In the first place, it's starting at 8:30
game on two to four days notice Finally Acts providing statehood for the various =-and that means half past eight o'clock
McAuliffe agreed to a game on a Wed- territories, usually set asi~e from 50,000 on the night of Wednesday, Feb. 27. In
nesday when the Saints were returning to 100,000 acres of land for a school of the second place, it's going to- be In-
from their two games in Missoula against science or school of mines. Apparently tormal-s-oh, very informal! And there'll
the University. Three days before this the intention of Congress was to recognize be plenty of noise and color And eats and
the relative importance of mining in the a good floor and just about everything
The meeting was well attended by prom
lnent geologists and engineers besides the
students and faculty. After the talk an
Informal discussion took place, during
which Dr. Clapp answered questions of
the audience and at the close of which
he was cordially greeted by many of his
old friends. game the Mines was notified that Saint
Charles would not play. They did not def-
initely state whether they meant just on
the date set or this year. The Mines im-
mediately gave up any idea of a game
with St. Charles for the present season.
This may be·to some a surprising state- and Washington, provided 40,000 acres music. Oh, yes, we might mention that,
ment, but many people are surprised that for the School of Mines in North Dakota though the affair starts at 8:30, it'll keep
the two teams even considered playing and South Dakota, 100,000 acres of land going, and going good, till 12, so don't
this year. They feel that the pres~nt for the establishment of a School of Mines let that worry you. If you want -to get
trouble' is but the outgrowth of the Mines in Montana, and 100,000 acres of land home in time to get your beauty sleep
student body being easy with st. Charles for the establishment of a scientific school that night, you'll be mit'a luck for, sur.e.
when hey were manifestly in the wrong. (not a school of mines) in the state of Let's see, what else is there we can tell
Some years ago St. Charles team was Washington. Whether Congress was you without spilling all-the beans?
taken off <;>fthe schedules of every team merely lucky in its guess as to which of Just this: the Coeds' slogan this year
in the state but the Mines. This was the these states would have important min- is-"if you don't dance, you don't eat!"
result of St. Charles, then under Coach ing industries and which would not, is a They may sound hard hearted, but there
Red Maher, playing men who were man- _matter for speculation. In any event, we is just this about it: the girls are plenty
ifestly ineligible. The Mines Student Ac- find there has grown up in the entire glad to give of their time and strength
tivity Director suggested that we also drop country, east and west, a large number and skill and what not provide a lunch
them, but we declined, feeling that the of mining' schoois-possibly too large a for the boys on M day, but when it comes
action of the rest of the schools was am- number-and I am inclined to believe that to digging down in their pockets for the
pIe punishment. We played the game, there will be, in the course of the next wherewithal to feed a hundred famis}1ed
and as a result, every time that the Mines ten or twenty years a considerable elim- fiends, that's something else again. -It's
.........._,_\ , 'b .... ted Helena lSlncethen they (natIon of tI1e wemte ones ana a surVIval not fair, as you o~ght to ~. able to see,
have had to play not only the team but of those institutions which are best fitted to expect them to do that. So, everY'year
the whole school. In fact the trouble be- by situation, equipment and personnel to they have given a dance, the proceeds of
carry forward the important work of edu-
BUREAU OF MINES
GREETINGS
The following information regarding
the Montana State Bureau of Mines and
Metallurgy has been supplied by the Pres-
ident's office for the information of the
readers of the Acropolitan.
In 1919, during President Clapp's term
of office, there was established by the
legislature, in connection with the School
of Mines, a State Bureau of Mines and
Metallurgy, whose function,s in spite of
its name, were largely geological in char-
acter, according to the legislative act cre-
ating it.
This organization issued five publica-
tions, as follows:
No. 1. The Montana State Bureau of
Mines and Metallurgy. (An explanation
of It purpose aDd operation.)
No.2. Directory of Montana Metal and ~ ~~ ;.:a. ~ COlh~", :r.~
Coal Mines. first game of any importance Wab against
the Mormons from Brigham Young Uni-No.3. Mechanical Ore Sampling in
versity. The Utah team came touted asMontana (by H. B. Pulsifier.)
No. 4;. Geology and Oll and Gas Pros- the team that was going to beat the Bob-
peets of Central and Eastern Montana. cats at the 6tae College. Fans antiCipated
a runaway when they hit the Miners.(With geolOgic map.)
They won, but that is all that can be
NO.5. The Location, Representation, said for them. Chief ott RomlJey, for-
and Patenting of Mineral Lands In Mon-
mer Montana State College coa~h, now
The lecture was profusely illustrated
with both slides and movies. Barring
the fact that the films were inserted back-
wards into the projection machine, which
made all of the subtitles unreadable, ev-
erything went smoothly.
The talk was certainly' .one of the most
interesting ever heard here and it is a
credit to the School of Mines that a man
of such fame and real importance should
be brought here. The audience was much
larger than that which heard Stefansson,
which fact is in itself gratifying. No one
who heard Andrews could have left with
any impression other than that there was
a great man, one devoted to his work.
course.
Speaking of good luck, however, let me
remind you of the man who said, 'Tin
a great believer in luck, the harder I
work the more I have of it."
FRANCIS A. THOMSON.
SHOWINGS IN MINES
ATHLETI'CS
B. Y. U.
Since the lase issue the C tediggers have
came so great that last year during the
football season the Mines insisted that a
man from outside Helena be appOinted
as an official. Helena agreed but re-
fused to pay the ext'lenses of the ~fficiaJ.
In order to have that official referee the
game or officiate in any position the
Mines were forced to pay his expenses.
This is oniy one of the many kicks that
have been lodged against the game
wih St. Charles. Others are nu-
merous. We have had the pleasure of
sitting on the bench in Helena and listen-
ing to the St. Charles coach tell the ref-
eree what to do. We have watched six-
teen St. Charles players take part in a
play and have the referee tell us to shut
our mouth when we protested. There
have been other spectacles presented by
the Helena team and we have said no-'
thing, but now that conditions are as
they are we feel that before another game
is played with St. Charles or before any
contests with any team representing St.
Charles is held, that some adjustments
should be made and some understandings
be reached.
which have (sometimes) covered the ex-
eating young men for service to the min- pense of the feed. This year there's going
eral industry. Comparisons are, of course, to be no guess about it. Either the dance
"odorous," as Dogberry says, and it is will cover the expense of the lunch, .or
perhaps unwise for me to specify in par- there'll be no feed. How'd you -like to
ticular those schools which I believe IIkeiy
to fade out of the picture.
The mining schools of the country, as
at l?resent organized, may be classified
into three main types. First, those at-
tached to or forming part of an endowed
college or university such, for example,
as the Columbia School of Mines, the
mining department of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and the mining
department of Stanford University. These
resemble in a general way the second class
namely, those attached to State Universi-
ties and Colleges, having numerous curri-
cula. The schools of this general type
have had varied success; Columbia, for
example, for forty years dominated the
scene as the most s1).ccessful and best
attended mining school in the country.
Due to various causes, among which are
probably the growth of mining education
in the West, and the rather unwise
Beginning with this issue, the Acro-
pOlitan comes to you the product of a
new editor. That in Itself Is not 80
startling; the only thing that makes it
worth mentioning is the fact that this
editor is one of the lowty coeds. Eeing
f tana.possessed 0 a well-developed sense of the
fitness of things, she realizes full well ~robably the most important accom-
that such a condition should not be, In p.lishment of the Bureau was tbe comple-
this of all he-m h Is H h tlOn of the geologic map of the easternen sc 00. owever, s e
IS· willin'g m' h h bl to tte half of the state, which accompanied, er urn e way, a mpt .
to ti f rti ula 1 th I
Bulletm NO.4. The material for the com-sa s y everyone-pa cry e puis-
sant Miners-and to put out a paper pilatlon of a similar geologic map of the
which will be everybody's idea of what western half of the state was also col-
a paper should be! lected, and the preparation of the map
was begun, but had to be suspended be-
cause of lack of funds, as no appropriation
has been made for this work since 1921.
We are now asklng the Legislature to
appropriate $15,000 for the re-establish-
ment of this important work at the School
of Mines, and at the present writing there
appears to be a reasonable prospect that
the legislature will provide the funds re-
quested. The proposal Is meeting with
much support from the mining men in
the state, especially from the smaller op-
erators, who would most benefit by the
work of the Bureau of Mines.
It has also been suggested that the
name of the organization should be
changed to Bureau of Mines and Oeol-
bring. your own lunches, and eat 'em on
top of Big Butte? If you figure out just
ho\v much the coeds lunch is worth toat B. Y. U., spent a hectic evening in
Butte. The game started slow and was
Slowed up at all times by the official who
called a tie ball every time the ball stop-
ped for ove rtwo seconds. The lead see-
sawed back and forth and Romney was
using everytI:ing that he had In an at-
tempt to get ahead and put the game on
ice. But despite the frantic efforts of
the Mormons the Mines pushed them to
the limit. It was one of the fastel,t games
ever played on a Butte fioor. The Mines
can attribute their downfall to the fact
that Honie Kiley could not seem to get
gOing. Honie blasted from all angles of
the gym but he could not hit. With the
Mines in the lead after five minUteS, Sig-
ler was ejected from the game on four
personal fouls and Trueworthy who took
his place gave all he had to show that he
will make things interesting for the men
trying out for the team next year. The
Utah men seemed to take a great deal to
running. Fat Matlock took the count in
the last two minutes when Dixonwho was
you, in money and comfort. and quality
of food, then .'!Ie think you'll be willing
to agree that the price of a ticket to
their dance is little enough to pay for 'it
all. To say nothing of what you're get-
ting at the dance.
And that brings us to another point.
Heretofore the price of a ticket has been
a dollar; this year even that's being
changed. The girls will let you in for
75 cents, providing you'll .all come. In
Seriously speaking, though, there is this
fact to be considered: the new editor is
perfectly willing to listen to any and all
criticisms of the paper and promises t{)
follow those which seem. to her well-
grounded. But please remember, if you
desire more news for the front page, that
it lies with you to make the news before
lVecan print it. Try not to ask the im-
pOSSible,and we'll do our best.
other words, either you can take advan-
tage of their generous offer an.d prove
yourself the gentleman and the .good
sport by helping them out, or you can
stay home, they'll go in the hole, and
you'll be out a good lunch on ¥ day as
well as a good time Wednesday night.
It's a good business proposition, but we'll'Thank you!
change to the six year curriculum, Co- wager by the tim_eyou get to the dance
lumbia appears to have definitely lost its you'll have forgotten all about its busines,s
prestige in this connection. Those schools aspects--you'lJ be top involv.ed in havingM. s. S. M. REQUESTS
INCOME INCREASE
LETTER FROM GRAD. which are attached to universities in min- a wonderful time!
ing states appear on the whole to have ~ere's how, Miners!
It is always a pieasure to heal' from done much better than those not so sit- all there!
Show us you're
running with the ball in each case hi~
ogy, as more nearly expressive of its fun- Matlock and Fat was fouled for l:ough-
ctions.
n.,urnni of 1:,1 school a.ld "'., a letter
as interesting a sthe one reprinted below
comes it is a special treat. This was sent
tGProfessQrs Simons and Adami by Heinie
Hinrichson, a member of last year's grad-
uating class, well-known to everyone here
with the possible exception of the Fresh-
men. This should be of particular inter-
est to men who are thinking of gOing to
South America upon graduation. Our
thanks are due t:_heProfessors for grant-
ing permission to print this letter in the
Acropolitan.
uated. Arranging them alphabetically,
for obvious reasons, I think one may say
that Arizona, California, Idaho, Minne-
sota, Nevada, Utah and Wisconsin are
the most successful among the schools
of this type.
The third type is the State Mining
School, segregated from other institutions
and ·devoting itself wholly to training in
Geology, Mining and Metallurgy. Again
in alph~betical order, Colorado, Michigan,
Missouri, Montana, and South Dakota are
the outstanding institutions of this type.
This analYSis brings us naurally to the
Dec. 26, 1928. present and to the outlook for the future.
Dear Professor&: There is, I believe, likely to be consider-
I received an honorable discharge from able rivalry for the next twenty-five year!!
the Air Corps after the officers of that between the mining departments attached
division of the army decided that it would to various colleges and universities, on the
cost the Government too ll1uch money to one hand, and the segreg~ted and special-
transform me into a successful military ized mining schools, on the other. From
pilot. this competition I am Inclined to believe
Shortly after being discharged, I made· the segregated mining school, will emerge
application and obtained a job at Sewall, victorious, although probably some of the
Chile, with the Braden Copper Co. The attached mining schools wili survive in a
trip to the property required 26 days. I more ,or less modified form. It ll1ay be
crossed the continent from Los Angeles worth while for ils to pause long enough
to New York by rail and arrived at Val- to estimate something of the relative ad-
paraiso via -the Panama Canal on a Brt- vantages and disadvantages of eacp type
bish boat, the R. M. S. Efro. En route of institution. .
stops of a day were made at Havana and The mining department attached to a
Colon. I visited Lima, the capital of Peru, large university offers its students an ad-
twelve miles inland from its port; Callas. vantage of associating with other students
Farther down the coast I had the good of very wide interests, and I think it is
fortune to be able to make a trip by rail in "Joan .and Peter" that Peter at Ox-
car to Porterillos, located 150 kilometers ford, after a time, concluded that it did
inland at an elevation of _1'2,000feet. The not matter what he studied, if only he
route of Chanaral, the port, traverses a Ilad met enough people who had studied
ness. These two fouls put Fat out and
won the game for B. Y. U. U thjs run-
ning had been stopped in the last five
minutes when Utah was taking advan-
tage of the fact that it was not being
called the Miners wo!lld have won by a
fair margin. Jack Matlock and Quinn
shared starring honors with Fat. Sigler
played a whale of a game Whilehe was
in and Kiley took up the floor work where
Sigler left off. This game wokethe peo-
ple up to the fact that the Oredigger team
is one of the strongest in the West. B.
Y. U. has a string of victories over teams
in the West that are second only to the
Bobcat wonder team. MacAUliffe again
proved that he was a coach par excellence
and that the men he has are equ I to
those of any other school that a person
cares to mention. The Orediggers: big
weakness lies in the fact that we sue short
of good reserves. With TrueworlhY and
a few more coming along nice, though,
prospects look brighter than ever for ne~t
year. We lose but one man and things
should move along in nice fashion.
Billings Poly.
The team after the B. Y. U.game "went
for a ride," winding up at B!l~ings to
play two games. The games, if they could
be called that, definitely showed be peo-
ple of Billings that the Montana Miners
have a college team in Montana. The
first against Billings Poly was played in
the college gym. The score, well, it does-
n't matter. The Mines Won by some
sixty points. From the Billings report
The School of Mines has 3 main sources
of income:
First, the income provided by legisIi-
tive appropriation, based upon the 1II.!
mill tax levy which was authorized by
DEBATE TO BE HELD
MARCH 14~INTERCOLLEGIATETRACK MEET
was appropriated.
Second, the interest upon funds der-
Ived from the sale of the School of Mines It is understood in well Informed quar-
Land Grant. This Land Grant.consisted ters that the dual track meets between
originally of 100,000 acres, of which the State College and the State Unlver-
The debate program for- the year will
start out, probably with the contest be-
tween the coed team and the Normal Col-
lege team. This:will be held in Butte,
Thursday, March 14. A debate with the
Eastern Montana Normal School has also
been scheduled, to take place a few weeks
later. These are the only certain contests
to date.
The girls' tell-mwill probably consist of
Mary M. Lowney, Margaret He,l!)han and
Patsy Alsop., They Will have the alfir-
mative of "Resolved, that a substitute
for trial' by jury. sbould be found."
sity are at an end. From now on this
meet will be changed so that it will be
a Montana Intercollegiate Track ~eet.
The plan is the product of Coach Stewart
of the University. - This is the first time
that plans of this sort in regard to. track
have gone beyond the possibility stage.
To say that the authorities at the
School of Mines are pleased would only
be putting the matter lightly. With the
athletic funds at the school In a healLhy
condition the Miner track artists can look
forward to support from the 'school in
their track work. For the past three
years the Mines have tackled the idea of
a track team in order to get the work
started. With some very fine material
in school the rest shoUld be easy this year.
The Mines track men are led by that
great little speedster, Howard Hill, Who
so far will hav:e as prospective team mates
Marcus Pruett of Whitehall and John
Holleran. These three men we know are
track men and there is no doubt but that
with the announcement of the plans for
a track team at the school there will be
a lot of good material show up.
slightly more than 40,000 acres have been
sold, leaving .approximately 60,000 acres,
very of which is producing any revenue.
At the present time, the interest from the
Land Grant fund amounts to about $40,-
000 a year.
Third, sudent fees and depOSits, -and
sundry local itelns, which amount to
about $7,500 a year.
This, therefore, makes the Income far
the School of Mines for the biennldm
which closes June 30, 1929, about $96,000.
For the next biennium we have asked for
an increase of $25,000a year by legislative
appropriation, making our total request
a.bout $73,500. This, it will be noted,
represents an increase of.-over 50%, which
is a very large increase when viewed in
this way, but which, when computed In
actual amounts, looks very small indeed.
All members of the Alumni desiriI\g
copies 'of the Annual this year please in-
form ~e circulation manager S0 that an
estim~te of the number of copies to order
may be made within this next month. We
feel' that you will like the annual ,mor,e
than ever this year because of the 'many
changes and improvements about· the
school of which it will tell and because
it Will show more cuts- than ever ,before.
It will be, the same price as before
($2.00) and this may be paid now or at
the time' of delivery.
(Continued on Page 4.) (Continued on Page 4.> Monroe Foster, Manager.(Continued on Page 4.>I
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age.
Sitting on a .fence.
One spied the p.ewyoung prof.
And then there was only
One little co-ed
Sitting on a fence,
She coIllinitted suicide
Because she was too dense.
"Well I finally got into the movies."
"You really did! And how?"
"Oh, by paying the usual fifty cents."
the United States Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D. C., or the secretary
of the United States Civil Service Board
of Examiners at the post office or cus-
wan.
When one Is kissed, one drinks of nectar
rich
And craves for more; ah, there the evil's
found.
No longer one's idol in a niche;
'Ti~ gone, the image cast upon the ground
A kiss lowers a being to a scale
ot the infatuated-all too' frail.
UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE
EXAMINATION
tom house in any city.
, t He beamed over his spectacles.Full information may be obtained from throa.
He looked kindly on a group of a hun-
dred and fifty or so men before him. How
eager and expectant they looked. The
elderly gentelman felt a lump in his
throat.
"Men," he said portentuously, "you are
going forth from these walls, forth to the
world, but your work has just' begun. The
road 'of hard work lies before you; ob-
stacles must be surmounted, a way must
be cleared; you must toil ever upward,
Perhaps in your stay here you have learn-
ed something to help you. At any rate
we'have given you the tools; you must do
the rest. Go and make a path for others
to follow."
He wiped a tear from his eye and the
road gang departed from Deer Lodge to
work on the new state highway.
r-:Mi:NES+(CALENiMRl
1:~~~~~.22-~:-~!~-~m
February 27--Coed Dance, Engineering
Hall, M. S. S. M., 8:30
February 28--Basketball game. Mon-
tana State Normal VS.Montana Miners,
School of Mines gym.
March 5--Lecture course, Metallurgy
building, M. S. S. M.
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All vows are quick forgotten in a kiss
That leaves, too many times, the lips all
Department.
The entrance salary is $1,620 a year. The Season', Ford Joke
Higher-salaried positions are filled thru (Attention Mr. Hard.)
t --- promotion. Mule--What are you?
The direction and restraint of this poe Alas, poor Joe, I knew him well! That The duties are to perform under Im- Ford-I am an automobile.
have the magnetism of genius, which is before he became entangled with a mediate or general supervision simple Mule--Gwan! If you're an automob1le,
seems to point to a full fruition in the blond and a brunette both at the same technical laboratory and field work in I'm a horse.
Iuture. time. Occasionally he's a gentleman, connecti~n with the testing, storage, and _
sometimes not. They worried him so he inspection of smokeless powder, high ex- College Brecl.
d h ti nd lost twenty t "Papa" said Glen's small brother, "whatdevelope r euma sm a plosives, and loaded ammuni ion.
pounds. Despite his infirmaties, he man- Competitors will not be required to re- do they mean by college bred? Is it dif-
.1:, b th guessin g It only ted ferent from any other kind of bread?"ages to keep mem 0 • port at any place, but will be ra on
goes to prove they ain't no good in men! their education, training, and experience. "My son" said Mr. Sigler, "it Is a four
Who's the tali pink-haired boy who so Full information may be obtained from years' loaf."
Dear Centi and Mi1li: consistently high hats the lowly fresh- the United States Civil Service Commis- _
What's the difference between a girl men? Little does he realize the seething ston, Washington, D. C., or the secretary The judge of ~he prob~te ~ourt w:
For centuries the Dark Ages held sway over the Western and a horse? unrest created by his indifference .. So of the United States Civil Se1'TiceBoard i trying to determme the mtelligence
h hi th I don't know, do you? often political offices depend on the mob of Examiners at the post office or cus- Mamie Lee, a thirteen-year-ol.~ color.edW·orld : for centuries w.as barbarism triump ant on t IS ear Lovtngty, h d b sidered not quite
' • spirit. .Sad but true. tom house in -any city. girl, who a een cowhich had known not so long before, a flourishing civili- Clarence ,Corry. Also-what's all this gossip about the bright." Pointing to the woman who had
zation. Slowly did this period of disintegration come on, Dear Friend Clarence: M club member who rashly joins the brought Mamie into court, the judge said:
SO slowly that very few were a\Vare of i.t till it wa.s .at. han. d. We'll bet you have some great dates. ranks of the benedicts, intending to keep UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE "Mamie, if Mrs. Garrick weighs 165
bi f 1 As ever, it quiet? If he has been up here "long EXAl'IINATION pounds standing on both feet, how muchJust as slowly did the return to some sem ' ance 0 CIVI Iza~IOn Centi and Mill!. enough to acquire an M he must know __ does she weigh standing on one foot?"
take place. So slow.ly th~t probably the peoples of th~ tlm~ -- that it is impossible to keep a secret in The United States Civil Service Com- Mamie eyed the judge suspiciously and
dl'd not realize that anythIng better was comlng...L.but fInally A Him to Her Flea: "Marry me or I'll this institution of learning. Marry in mission announces the following open replied: "Does you want me to use my sIt a lot.
h 1 b· d t to see TaHor: Yes, and I hope you have brottheir descendants woke: one day to find it arrived. Psyc 0 - go to the dogs," haste and repent at leisure seems to e competitive examination: common sense, or oes you wan the bill to be receipted. You know. I've
h b . h h quite the thing nowadays. ASSISTANT CHEMIST if I can divide by two?"ogists tel'! us that every n~rmal. u.maI?- eIng g?es t . ru ~ e ex- Dear Centi and Milli: When the cat's away the mice will play, ApplicatiOns for assistant chemIst must __ stood a lot.
p'eriences of the race durIng hIS lIfetime. Th~s pOIn~ IS open I just can't imagine my twelfth birth- Wonder if Agnes Is worrying about the be on file with the Civil Service Commls- "How is it," asked the President of the __
. to doubt of course-but it seems not wholly ImpOSSible that day. big burly boy she left alone and unPI:O- sion at Washington, D. C., not later than A. S. S. M. who was questIoning a stu- The flapper was truly repentant and
human i~stitutions should go thru experiences somehow an- """ ,0=, "'t ... (Notthat ho ,~bI6 a mo~ Mu,h 6. d",t fo, rob.. ", "that ,ou manag" to .. ught to ""'''' amen". "Kana" oh.
h Charlie Stevens. much!) The examination is to fill vacancies in take this Miner's coat from his locker cried, "I am sorry I treated you the wayalagous to those of t e race: . . . D.. , M<. s"',,~, ou, d~,t-"Iand h"o mwt h... thot tho D.p"""'.n(.al Smi", WMhlngton,oMn It 0" ,~""" by a patont .. r." I did wt _._" "Oh, that'a aU _t,
One may say we are arnvmg at too specIOus a conciuslOn. w. know,tim. dl= on.', m.mo" ""- h. OMpl.yi.. hi> part In a Wildw~t D. C.,=d In tho fI.ld. ""'h'" WInnl.,"Do"'h ,.. 1100,"I .. , .. $30
,Possibly. Yet, for the sake of argume~t, consld~r the case of ribly. movie. You know the type-the strong The entrance salary in the District of "My fee, Mr. McCanna" replied the while we weren't. on speaking t.erms."
our own school. Does it not seem_possIble that 1t could have Affectionately, silent men who gaze right thru women .-olmL'.,la is $2,600 a year A prob:l.~icn. stUdent politely and with dignity, "is $10 __
Seen its Dark'Ages? Does it ,not seem worthy to be hoped, at Centi and MillL and make them feel all hot and cold and ary period of six months is required; ad- for the full course of six lessons." "Yes, it took me three months to J.earn
d shivery. He evidently liked the idea so vancement after thao depend:; upon in- --- aU about this auto."any rate, that its Renaissance is not too far distant? It woul Co-.d, Wh~ ". you=d Bill going w.1I that h. ,,",ply "u1dn't " .. It up. dirtdual ."ioiffi'" In".a,'" ~fuln"', ..... Pony, tho AU" pIouo. "And wbat bavo YOU gut fM ,OW
.seem that it had experienced the lowest ebb pOSSIble for ~ny tonight? The SChool of Mines boys who live in and the occurence of vacancies in hIgher R. R.: "Cel's uncle has left her $5,000 pains?"
school worthy the name; can flood tide be very far? But J.ust Co-ed: (another one) I guess we're the Tou1'l'aineare gOingto give the school positions. For apPointment outside of a year in perpetuity." "LinJment."
d· l' '1" k t going to the show. I heard him tell Fred a bad name if they don't restrain their Washington, D, C., the sahry will be ap- P. H.: "Fine! But. does she have to goas the building up of a me leva' CtVl lzatIOn too cen unes,
. he 'had two tickets to the "Pawn Shop." mirth on Sundays. The police station proximately the same. there to live to get it?'"
the' building Up of a real school can not take place In a year. from now on will probably take a great Optional subjects are advanced inor- __ Pj,ggly: Is my face cUrty or ls tt my
. IMany years of hard work on the part of all concerned with We do not know anything-we freely fnterest in the Tourraine.: We also hear ganic chemIstry, analytical chemIstry, or-I Safety First. Imagination?
the institution will be necessary before the M. S. S. M. can admit it. After those exams how could that one of these youth's is the owner oJ ganic chemistry, and physical chemIstry. Mr. Blixt: "Offisher, you'd bette.r lock Wiggly: Your race Isn't; I don't know
attain the position it should have-among the very best df its we? We have noticed the same decline a long sporty roadster-long as from here Competitors will not be required to re- me up. Jush hit my wUe over the Mad about your lmalrln.ation.
d '11 b on intellectual ability on the part of our to there I This is only hearsay I the car port at any place, but will be rated on wish a club." _
kind in the countrY. Much weeding out of stu ents WI e ~hoolma"', ~'" tho bonl .. SffijO~ n.. " ha""'g boon~n at ~hool. May- th.l, .du~Uon,t"lnlng, and .",,,rl.o,,, 0111,,,, "DId'OU"'" h"'" 6u,,,",, Th... , 'hat man _ .. at
necessary in order- to secure the type which will best repre- '''' ",n th.t daint, ",top"'Ign! b. h. f". ho wouldn.. " ='p. tho and publl"Uon0' th~" to bo III.. b, Joh=>, "Don't think.... Thaah m..... mootlnaultlne.
sent the school as it should be-those only who are true stu- coeds If he brought it up here. Discre- the applicant. why I want to be locked up." SU2anne: Did he st&re?
dents those- with a serious purpose and rea'l love of study. One: The other night Jack told me tion is the better part of valour. Full information may be obtained from __ Suzette: No, that's the trouble. All be
' 1 I reminded him of a girl on a magazine We're willing to bet our next new pair the United States Clv!l Service Commis- The Tally. gave me W1l5 • casual rl&nc~w 1MUC'h stronger cooperation among the members of the facu -
cover. of shoes that the Boy Friend of the coeds sion, Washington, D. C., or the secretary Judge: "Isn't this the fifth t-Ime you spent so much tlme fixinr up.ty will be necessary bef.ore the machinery of the school can b.e Another: I guess that's because he sees who so r'I)Ug~ly refereed their game the of the United Sta~ Ci'{11service Board have been arrested fot drunJtedness?" __
'run with the harmony that it should and must be. A mutt~- you only on"", .. "'<>nth! other l.1lilif shOws marked increase in of Examiners at the post offlce or cus- Don: "Don' ash me. I thought you'sh Happy: Would you like lOme Welsh
tude of other concerns must be attended to before our school weight. Figures don't lie and sweets are tom house in any city. keeping scorel" rabbit?
D k A h 1 f . President Thomson: What's your name, bound to have their effect. Now if he Snappy: No, I n~'er cared for lWIle ofcan cll'mb thru the mists of its ar ge to t e gory 0 ItS
little girl? hadn't been so Scotch! UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE "Is It true you called your wile a wan- any kind.rebirth-affairs involving years of labor, of sacrifice, of Annie Anderson: Annie. One of the boys from Anaconda seems EXAMINATION ton woman?"
painstaking care. Those who expect it to come oyer.ni~ht are President: Annie what? seems to have a yen to spend as much __ "Yes, your honor, wantin apostrophe;
either hopeless (in the one: sense of thoe. word!) optImIsts, or A, A.: Anything. time as possible down at the high schooL The United states Civil Service Com- she's forever wantin' something." Helaban turned in an Item about "Gor-
O 1· 1 h h --- Whether he is trying to re-enter as a mission announces the following open don Williams, the Miner who WILl burnedbll'nd to condl'tions as they are. n glvlllg a Itt e t oug t to th t d b U _"
Clara and Mary have decided that for freshman or to get on the faculty, no one competitive examination: Judge: "Do you wish to marry again in e Wes en y a ve ".
the matter anyone can r.ealize its difficulties; yet for a'll of the convenience of one of our professors knows. At any rate, the green baby Lin- JUNIOR PATENT EXAMINER if you receive a divorce?" "Which Is the west. end of a Miner?"
'them we feel that a great place is destined for our school, and they will oblige hi mby wearing their coIn has a permanent parking place at the Applications for junior patent examin- Liza: "Ah should say not. Ah wants sarcastically inquired Patsy.
that it Gan be attained. names printed on large, bill-board style front 'gate. er must be on file with the Civil Service to be withdrawn from circulation." "The end the son sets OD, of course".
placards. This will be dorie so that the The office always seems to be besieged Commission at WaShington, D. C,! not was the reply.
said professor will be lightened of his bur- by visitors whenever the president is ab- later than March 5. Judge: "Sam, this is a serious charge
den of endeavoring to tell these beauteous sent. But GWj!nseems to be satisfactory The examination is to fill vacancies in against you. Have you anything to say pegrew: They say she belongs to on.e
damsels, one from the other! to most, and she isn't nearly as awe-in- the Patent Office, Washington, D. C. in your defense?" of the first families in town.
f" tIt Pingree: Yes, one of the fint &IS youspiring. "Come Hither" instead 0 Ge The entrance salary is $2,000 a year. Sam, haughtily: "Yoh honor, no
Iso d drive in.Hence." Higher-salaried pOSitions are filled thru only denies the allegation but I a e-
Cent! and Milli are well named. They promotion. clares the alligator Is wrong."
are about as big as a centimeter and a The duties are to perform elementary _
millimeter-that is, if the rest of us were scientific or technical work in the exam- Quack! QUack!
measured in terms of inches. ination of applications for patents; to see "A little bird told me what kind of a
what the alleged inventor thinks he has lawyer your father was,"
produced that Is new; and to see that "What did the bird say?"
disclosure is complete; and to investigate "Cheep, cheep."
the prior art as represented by patents "Well, a. duck told me what kind of a
already granted in the United states and doctor your old man was."
various foreign countries and by the des- _
criptlons in technical lilterature. Prisoner: "Judge, I don't know what
Competitors will be rated on physics, to do."
technics, mechanical drawings, and the Judge: "Why, how's that?"
optional subject or subjects chosen. The PrIsoner: "I swore to tell the truth."
optionals are (1) mechanical engineer- Judge: "Well?"
ing, (2) physical and organic chemIstry, Prisoner: "But every time I try to tell
(3) chemical engineering, (4) civil engin- It some lawyer objects."
rage;
yet now you sit quite tranquilly and calm
And bear the wrinkled countenance of
THE SCANDAL
MONGREL
The United States Civil Service Com-
mission announces the following open
competitive examination:
JUNIOR SURVEILLANCE INSPECTOR
Applications for Junior Surveillance
Inspector must be on file with the Civil
Service Commission at Washington, D. <?,
not later than March 6. -
The examination is to fill vacancies in
the Ordinance Department at Large, War
We think that this is about enough,
Even in these four colorful, lighter lines Isn't it awful, but those exams are still
the strain of philosophical thought is bothering us and the plans for the Co-
ed . dance--well, Michael and Percy areparamount:
Bittersweet
You -have brilliant color of youth's lips;
Your garment burst from off you in a
two busy people. ALUMNI NOTES
THE REBIRTH
Well, we hear another grad Is taking
to the harness. A. L. Engel, president of
the class of 1919, who came home for a
vIsit just a few months ago, became in
that short time, engaged to Miss Hattie
Kaufman, a Butte girl. Our best wIshes
are extended to the couple.
The school of Mines has at least one
loyal alumnus. The Acropolitan recently
received a note from J. G. Murphy, in
which he said "please note change of
address, and let me know when my sub-
scrtption is due." The first and only
evidence of that particular kind of school
spirit we've ever seen, and we take thIs
means of extending to Mr. biurphy our
appreciation. As it happens, the paper
is free to all students, the faculty and th.e
alumni.
METERS
By CENTI and MILLI
Brunner: ''Do you have to get your own
breakfast now that you're married?"
Torrey: "Yep; gotta get hers, too."
Customer: I've brought that la.at paJr
of trousers to be reseated. You know I
/_--
, My hand is bent; my eye is dim
My footsteps shun the light
But 'oh, my soul is beautiful
Shining, and swift, and bright.
My mother's an apple pie maker
My father, he fiddles for tin,
My sister scrubs nights for a living,
Oh, boy, how the money rolls in!
POETRY
In response to the demand for original Again in "Retrospection," there Is dis-
poetry, questions on the printed matter tinct evidence of that poetic maturity
and other show of interest in this co}- ,"'{hichcan only come of the gift of cre-
umn there has come to my desk sucl\ lart abon, hardly from experience:
infl~x of material, that in spite of!lhe I-have been alone too much Rolls inl rolls in!
the united efforts of staff and poetry edi- So much that my thoughts Oh, boy, how the money rolls in, rolis in; UNITED STATES CIVIL SERVICE
tor the tremendous task of sorting and Are like little white birds, Oh, boy, how the money rolls in! - EXAMINATION
discriminating still remains undone-and Falling, That's just another fairy tale. Try _
so we continue in the usual way. Falling. Singing it to the tune of "My Bonnie lies The United States Civil Service Com-
There comes f1.:omthe selective press There is a strange and weary peace over the Ocean" and lies and lies and lies. mission announces the following open
of Harold Vinal, that aristocrat of pub- In solitude competitive examination:
lishers, a remarkable book, "Sung at That sends my mind We are eagerly awaiting the com- SENIOR MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Dawning,;' by a youthful poet, Townsend .To the sea, pleted Miners' room. Very clever of the Applications for senior mechanical en-
Miiler, barely sixteen years of age. One And to dead friends, dear collegians-having money donated gineer must be on file with the Civil
sentence of the jacket review is distinct- And to old loves. to them to furnish a nice room and then Service Commission at WashIngton, D.
ly worth quoting, both in explanation of brag of the labor they are putting forth. C., not later than March 6,
the ability of this poet and as a contri- Please glance at the Co-ed room, Lou, and The examination is to fill a vacancy in
bution to poetry in general-"Youth and And perhaps most remarkable of all in see what enterprising girls can do without the Chemical Warfare Service, Edgewood
poetic impulse go together, bilt it is not this collection are Mr. Miller's sonnets, money! Arsenal, Maryland, and vacancies occur-
always that the product of this union those immortal proclamatipns of true po- ing in positions reqUiring similar quali-
can be called. lierature." In this case esy, the despair of the free verse cham- While we are talking about the dear fications throughout the United State.
however, not only can the resuit be called pion and staunch support of the instruct- co-eds it might be wise to mention their The entrance salaries range from $4,-
"literature" but Mr. Miller's noble work or of versification. Below are sonnets fort~-coming dance on the 27th of this 600 to $5,200 a year. Higher-salaried
especially in the important phase of tech- XXXI and XXXII, and though I disagree month. It certainly i going to be a positions are filled through promotion.
nique is a direct antithesis to the wide- heartily with his attitude toward friend- wow! There are going to be surprises ga- At EdgeWoodArsenal the duties are;
ly asserted" view of the critic, that this ship, I must admit that as a model of a lore, and some of those secret happenings under only general supervision, to act
technique is an accomplishment acquired sonnet, Mr. Miller's is quite perfect, and are going to be the talk of the Mines! as chief of thp design department, En-
slowly and painfully throughout the years does embrace other phases which are true; We know of .one and we would love to gineering diViSion. The work of the de-
of infinite care in writing. Here it ap- else I should not select it for an appear- tell all our dear friends, but propriety partment consists of the standardization
pears naturally and unaffectedly, and ance here. . forbids so all letter addressed to Centi and final design of all chemical warfare
though the "first fruits of extreme youth Should we not call it love? 'Tis far too and Milli, regarding the dance sUrprises material devel ped at the arsenal, ac-
i,et without any traces of the unusual deep will have to be answered in the negative. cording to good engineering practice and
strains of prodigy. To class with baser feelings, lower things; But, one word, don't fail to be there, be- in view of its manufacture by quantity
The introductory poem in this vol).lffieFriendship is but to laugh; love is to weep cause you must see, do and hear-with production methods; also the production
is "Creed"--<>ne of' those minute 'and No false note in it ever sharply rings. the co-eds on the 27th or you will never aiso the production and duplication of
lovely expressions which makes the hearts Friends~ip leaves nothing; love doth leave die happy. drawings and the writing of Chemical . 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~(:'7:=h~ ::!~'::.::,';,:;::.':"~., ~=:(ore,,, drepwithinthoh_, NowfM'on" ,0100, Guannt... laugh=.S:;I:::P::;'=~~",;;=,':"d.t. UllIIIIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII §
Dissolve my shallow thoughts in their It is the child that, crying, wants the producer. (No- rem~ks please!) The work requires an extensive know- h =
,'cold spray stars, Mac: I hear the sheriff has taken your ledge of mechanical engineering, modern _ COmpo liments of t e=== ==~ut poetry flows onward through the And from its lofty objects held apart. car? machine shop practice, and _industrial
. years; But love is long, though friendships wane ~ Lou: Yes, he became attached to it, quantity production methods ,and a cap- _
Tideless, it sweeps on its majestic way. ,and pass; so I let him have it. acity to plan, direct, and coordinate the - • Ch'equ' .al11ego~nCate ======There is no untrue feeling it to mar; work of an organization of some fifteen
If I can swell that torrent by one .drop Though friendshipsh may fall like unto Little Willie: Yah; I saw you kiss my engineers, draftsmen, and technical sub-
It 1 can add one 'stone or one small shell scorched grass, sister. ordinates.
If I can place a single grain of sand Its sweet oblivion sure outpasses far. The boy friend: (hurriedly): Ah--er Competitors will not be required to re- _
Upon that mighty beach, I have lived well. The thing that men call friendship here -here's a quarter. port for examination at any place, but will _ == .
Is bf~;~e; it I scorn, but love I know. ~h;~:~:Si;~~;~iC~: a~~r::at~e~hec:~; ~:~p~r:;!~:~c~:~~th~eir~_:~~~:_~~:_~o~~~_:~~~:~~g~_~~~~:~__I I~_~I~~~!~~~~i!_~1~ ~ ~~~~!~~~~~ ~~!~~~~~~~~;;~!~~~~:!I!~~I_~!~~~~~I~~~~~!~_~~~I!~~~~!~~~~~!~~~~!_~~~~I~~~~~~_~'~~~'!~~~~~'_~'~~~~~~~~~_~I~~~~!_~I~~I~!~~~~!~~~~~I!!_~'~~~!~~~~!~!~_~I!!ifl~
~~~I:nE=:~':::::Of~:~:'~~:':::::~''''.::=~ rShi~ley Clothes Shop SuitsandOvercoats Shirley Clothes Shop i
W~:::':MUn" b-."., forth and ,tand man at a fre.-(o,-allflght! ! 14 NORTH MAIN ST. ~~~e;2;y::~g:;O14 NORTH MAIN ST. ~
~~::' ot"'::!r~t':~':':::;.. ";,'~ T.n """ '::;:" to Date. 1------------------,------------------- ~---- :- ~I
Not Too Far.
Gene: "I'm going to kiss you as !>DOn
as I stop this car."
Liz: "Here, I think this has gone about
far enough."
MEDLIN'S
PHARMACY
The Home of
MEDLIN'S
QUALITY
ICE CREAM
eering (5) electrical engineering. French
or German, or both, may also be included
if desired. Qualifying in the language
test increases the probability of appoint-
ment. '
Full information may be obtained from
sion, Washington, D. C., or the secretary
the United States Civil Service Commls-
of the. United States Civil Service Board Criss: "That Scotch bride Is out of
luck."of Examiners at the post office or cus-
tom house in any City. Cross: "Why?"
Criss: "She can't find anyone in all
Scotland to give her away."It was a bright day in June. The
world was bright, birds sang, flowers
bloomed; there was not a cloud in the
sky. The elderly, white-haired gentleman
rose to his feet, coughed and cleared his
Famous Draws.
Draw breath, draw-bridge, draw pay,
draw interest, draw poker, draw her closer.
"Soul Song" Mr. Miller calls one of his
pOems,and it seems to me a most unus-
ually mature understanding which recog-
nizes! so early, the supremacy of soul--
Oh! Qreak the tendons of my heart
And tear my flesh away;
But leave my soul, my gorgeous soui,
In -all its. fine array. .
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Adios, amigos.
Sarcasm to the Extreme We know several students that are The kind-hearted seniors are going to Those final examinations came just at
There's enough scandal in this school going thru college by writing. Yeah, writ- have that room fixed up. The carpen- the right time. Mr. Vivian needed amp-
to support a daily tabloid. in home. tel's are now working on it. The coeds lers.
can't look down on us any more. --- ,
C-is for Coeds. Oh, my, what a mess!
O-for their Orgies. A riot, no 'less!
E-is their eyes that lie to the boys.
D-for their D-d inconSiderate noise.
8--is for secrets they never do kee);!.
Prof. Scott:. "What would it mean if
we say that McFarland has the getting of
Maybe the Tennis Club will come to
We would like to tender an invitation life and do something besides wearing6RGANIZA~ION~ a girl down to science?" to the coeds; whenever they wish to smoke those sweaters. It is rumored that Gor-Noah Gershevsky: "Either we are ly- they can come down and use our gobboon. don paid twenty two dollars ($22.00) for
ing or the girls of Butte aren't as par-
ticular as they used to be."
a new racquet.
With the new semester came several
new students and a few former students. No, Clifton, you don't have to be a col-In Memoriam.
How we bemoan the loss of ~everal of
our Frosh friends who made such gallant
attempts to master the inner mysteries of
engineering. We will surely erect a mon-
ument to those who have tried and glor-
iously failed.
A few of feel grateful to the faculty
for extending our time Iat the chool on
probationary conditions. If w~·fail now
we will know we are not only possibly
lazy but also dumb.
Centi and Mill!, the meter sticks, made We wish to express our disappointment lege man to read College Humor.
some rather trite remarks concerning the over the absence of Ceil Maillet. We did
miners in our last issue. We would say enjoy quarreling 'Yith that girl.
that the most characterstic thing about
"Knees and Neck" Munzenreider ea.slly
had the heaviest beard during examina-
a miner is the amount of money he has- We notice that Mr. Cobb has been ter- tions,
n't -got. ribly sleepy in his classes. Helen must
have been home for a f-ew days. Poor
There have been several lectures in the Johnny!
past few weeks which thereupon gives us
a chance to remark that the malady is Now that Jo has left school we'll have
still with us. We don't doubt but what to apologize. She had a.man all the time.
Well, folks, I have some other things
to do besides writing this. It's past m,y
bed time and I've already missed too
many eight o'clocks. .
the cure would be worse than the disease.
Heard just west of th~ cut as twoyoung
miners were proceeding toward town. Mr. Roy Chapman Andrews certainly
"College education isn't necessary any ·Mr. Vaupell, alumnus, gave a dandy spoke the "King's English." However, even Wife: Where have you been?
d ltl if lecture on Mexico and its problems. Yes Professor Scott probably noticed the Har- Hubby: Down street buying a new rib-more. We can 0 Wl l,out it-a man, b f lt
sir, I liked the way he put the problems vard' accent. on or my typewri er.he has the guts and stamina, can make
of the country-another country ruined Wife: Yes; YOU'llbuy ribbons. for her.good easily on five and a half a'day, good
by the stomachs of its people. and if I ask you for a nickel you raise
books, good plays and-" Our worthy president showed his abil- an awful row.
Companion, "You're ~ot the only one ity to rise to the occasion when he made
that's going down the h~l, I flunked too" Ten seniors are looking for jobs in his introductory speech short and sweet.
Mexico, Mr. Vaupell having told us that Wonders will never cease. Mrs. All spice: Do you know What,time
my husband came home last night, Maria?an engineer in Mexico never demeans
himself by packing his transit or book.
The Event Impossible
"We are late," shouted the students
of economics, -as they staggere4 into the
room, but on second thought, they doubt-
Maria: No, Ma'am, but his shoes were
There is another item of interest that still warm at seven.
certainly needs mentioning; the Mines
At that the stuff they drink can't be Basketball Tellm. They are good, and Lu: Does your husband ever take anyed, "Cause mister prof. also, was far from much worse than that served in Butte.
soon."
what's more they were not an awful drain hard exercise?
on the A. S. S. M. treasury. That is one Lulu: Well, last' week he was out seven
A lot more of us are like Vaupell in record that will be hard to beat.
Among the fair beauties of the institu- that we have a hard time convincing the
tion, haven't we some whose hands have professors that we are proficient.
shocked the selfconfidence of some of the
.nights running.
We wish to make public acknowledg-
ment at this time that Liz pays her debts.
Unhand Me, Woman"
Sweet Young Thing: I want a collar.more stalwart miners?
Another thing about these lectures: Can That is, if you can collect, and that has please, for my husband.
anyone quote Puffer? been proven possible. Clerk: Yes, madam. What size does
he wear?
S. Y. T.: Well, I really have forgotten.
but I can just reach around his neck with
'both hands.
Any Prof. desiring special post grad.
work will please interview the late Pro-
fessor McBride.
Perey, womanhater, remarks that only From time to time some criticism has
a blind man could be prevented from been given this paper. Mr. Chad Spauld-
seeing an awful lot of some women. ing says it Is N. G. Ho hum!
The Ambitious Oarpenter.
Mr. Sneider is certainly following the
old adage, consistency builds the house.
The following seems especially apropos:
"Failed in Chemistry, flunked in Trig"
We heard him softly hiss,
"I'd like to catch the Guy that said
That ignorance is bliss."
We see Dutch Talpt is back-probably
another semester of courtship.
Some Proper Names.
The intellectual girl-8arah Bellum.
A divorcee-Allie Money.
Newsstand girl-Maggie Zine.
One who goes up in the air-Mona
Plane.
A speedy kid-Mary Thon.
A polite hostess-Etta Quette.
The office pest-Ann Oyance.
The big museum att action-Ella Phant
Becker is back to keep his title of per- Our private secretary-Cora Spondence.
petual freshman. Works in the pickle store-Della Katessen
A suggestion to Buzzy Drillers.
Join the DuPont club and get broken. Gene is back to help out the basketball
team. Every little helps.
For Our Ohubins. If we can steal Naomi's stuff for awhile,
Prof. Johnson, calling the roll: "Steph- how's this?
ens"-no reply. I want to be a Senior,
Prof. Johnson again in a different wall, And with the Seniors stand,
Now that Gordon is back Stan will
probably lose his distinction as the laz-.
most distinguished students in school and eral counsels, and the marshalling of af-SENIOR NOTES iest man on the campus.
The Seniors have finally decided to
original class of more than forty who is And now, dear Freshmen, let's begin,
spend their profits from the last year's still eligible to graduate next year, has To show the stuff above our chin,
Annual They. with the aid of Dr. Thom-
son, made up their minds that the boys'
lunch room needs renovating. Dr. Thom-
son has promised to donate one dollar
for every dollar put up by the class. And
with our combined tortunes we ought
to make a v~ry elaborate setting for the
future r.tinlog engineers.
poned on account of cold weather, because
those taking part felt that Helen and
He was Johnnie might be slow to open the door
• Here's a fast one on Gene. ,. and they would suffer from exposure dur-
.~~ sendIng a telegram to Pocatello, _oo-..~ . n ,.
~~ '\.eel '-'ft.'",~ ..a: '\."Ca.. ,\-;OW --
-...., unknown, short1y alteT \he = won't always be cold when Helen's home;
had their famous games down there.
When the answer came, a disconsolate
look spread over his usually blooming
countenance, and looking over his shoul-
ders we read: "Mr. Eugene Little, SChool
oC Mines, Butte, Montana. Your telegram
received, and colossal nerve noted stop
If ever you appear In Pocatello again I
personally will administer a horsewhip-
ptng." (Signed) The Father of That Girl.
More returns from Pocatello. It's a
rumor th.at there are some nice girls
down there, but )udg\ng from the ugly
\oo\dng scar on Murph's face we wonder
lust what "nice" means.
we are glad that he is with us.
A fairly well confirmed rumor has It
that Herbert Hard, the only one of 0!J!
fairs, come best from those who are learn-
"0, I say, Chubbins are you present? ~e- A fountain pen behind my ear,
ply, here near the window. A notebook in .my hand.
Dinners
ed."
I wouldn't be a president,
I wouldn't be a king,F:reshman wishing to lead a wild and
exciting life should go to work in Butte's I wouldn't be an emperor
abyssinian underworld. For all that wealth could bring.
I wouldn't be an angel,
been the winner of a scholarship fund For sad to say,
amounting to several hundred dollars A few have stray~,
which is to be given by a ladies organi Right down our snowclad hill.
Kenny Heard of Again. For. angels have to sing;zation in Anaconda. More power to Herb. But for those who stayed,
Dr. Koe~g (to Kenny, who is USing I want to be a Senior,The charivaree planned for Friday nite It is pitch in again. For hope is still,
water instead of gasoline): Don't useon Mr. and Mrs. John E. Blixt was post- To keep those grades from crashin' in, And never do a thing.water.
Kenny: What, then?
Dr. Koenig: Oh, use your head.
THE HOME. OF THE
REAL MALTED MILK
There is one thing that should be look-
ed into. There are several underclassmen
that do not know who the seniors are.
Let's have. a mixer. smoker, or some sort
of a get-together so we may know our
neighbors.
Olass Shows Wave of Enthuslasm.
On Wednesday, the twelfth of February
during the assembly hour the Freshinan
, or at eas a propo on ot it;
held a meeting. A very unusual event,
considerIng the length of time since the
last one was held. However allowance
must be made for the ardor with which
the students have been studying during
the last half.
II Lunches
I
~.~~~~~~)~"_'C)~...-.o~~"_""_"~~n_._._I.)
Johnnie says It never Is.
Durina' the regular assembly hour Wed-
nesday, the class meeting was held In th
eAnnual room (which Will be the regular
place of meeting until further notice).
The most Important business to come be-
tore the meeting was to fm the vacancies
left in the Annual staff by those who have
recently quit school. After a general
discussion, Editor Hard a.nnounced the
appointment of John (Shorty) O'Connor
as Sports Editor to succeed Jones. All
copy by the various contributors should
be in by the first of Morch. Promptness
Now that the final examinations of the Now that the examinations are over
last semester are over, and the whoopee any coed should be able to get a. date.
of getting started in this semester has
died dOwn, we can consider the writing
President Thomson honored us with his of a column a Comparative snap.
presence, also delivering his sage remarks
on the Freshman financial situation and There is much evidence that I>r. Thom-
social life. son's Finishing School for promising
He emphasized the crying need for Im- young mining engineers certainly finish-
bibing that virtuous thing, known 88 ed a lot of them.
will be appreciated.
l\1ining Engineering
Metallurgical Engineering
class patriotism, into the veins of our
class.
Miss Rice our patient treasurer, read
a report on the financial status of the
class. This was duly accepted as nothing
else could be done about it.
Our Class President, Jack O'Brien, in-
And, if some of the studeI\ts are to
be believed, the new semester is no easier
than the last one. May we be better pre-
pa.red for the next examinatio.ns than we
were on the last. I fiPhat must have made quite an im-
pression in Billings when he was down
there with the team recently. He has
since been receiving some very pleasant
looking communications from there and
with the aId of three-fourths of the
School of Mines is busy answering them.
(How do you spell "hieroglyphics" Phat?)
He has enrolled all the Seniors in the
job of answering, as he believes they are
intelligent.
Proof of the fact that our class are
great admirers of art; we nearly all at-
tended Gay Paree. Newton, our expert
critic and the Will Rogers of the school,
troduced a new and progressive idea ofsays that very few noticed the homely
faces of the chorus girls. establishing a committee for social fin-
ance. Some permanent prOvision must Sawyer and Greenud, the most famous
be made to provide for the purchase of species of verdant timber, are returning
flowers for students' weddings, for emer- to this institution of higher learning when
gencies such as funerals, accidents from the fall semester opens. These two will
over-study, etc. certainly bring some pep back to our halls
Mr. McBride, as usual,' the Virginia of learning.
Again the scarCity of activity in the orator, responded by proposing that a
Sophomore class brings us to the con- monthly assessment be levied upon each Dear Editor:
John Groh, one of our esteemed Seniors clusion that the Sophs must study harder individual of the class. After a. furious Last night I went out with several of
has Joined the Freshman trigonometry than any other class in the school. Hence controversy between such prominent peo- the boys and gdl; a little tight, Did I do
class, all b-ecause he thought there were the lack of news. They were too busy pIe as Miss Sternheim, Mr. Munze~eider, wrong?
lOme good looking girls enrolled in that with their books to do anything. Or, Mr. Bellows, Mr. Carroll and Mr. True-
class. But sad t-o say she quit the second maybe they are ashamed of the things worthy, the voting body was finally per-
day! Such urgent measures on his part, they do and keep out of the public eye suaded to pass a moUlln making it per-
10 he informed us, were necessary be- or rather the Acropolitan. missible to levy and collect a monthly
cause he believed his title of Dean of The Junior column last month contain- contribution. A consequential' amend-
Women was fast slipping away from him. ed a wise crack about the pep of the ment sets the amount at ten cents a
Sophs. Naturally they wouldn't notice month-surely now, no visitors, dead
any pep around the School, be it display- friends, or brain fevered students will
ed by the Sophomores or any other var- ever go without our floral support.
iety of college student. The Junior class The collecting of Frosh funds has been
is notoriously slow-witted and seems to deplorable; it was even suggested that a
be nearly blind and deaf-a fair accom- committee of collection or a deputy be
paniment. We quote them, "Every knock selected to execute this disagreeable task.
is a boost." .We must be pretty high up Notwithstanding our apparent lack of
by now, after the assistance received from social activity (we are too busy trying to
the Junior reporter. maintain body heat and climbing the hill
Speaking of nothing-we could remind to care much about butterfly ablity) we
It seems the Seniors had a meeting last the Junior class that they have a snake do, however, see a brilliant season ahead,
week; and discussed the proposed Senior in the grass in their midst. The modern promoted by the sweet essence of spring
trip which is to take place the early part Shylock--of whom they are so proud, de- which will be with us about May if no
of May. The caUed in Dr. Curtis Wilson manded his fifteen cents and even tried accidents occur.
who gave them a very illuminating talk to get his pound of flesh and accumula-
on a trip to Salt Lake cty which was ted interest. The receipt is still in the
made by previous Senior classes. Nothing Coed Room in case of necessity. One
never knows. Conscientuotls Eric: "These derneddefinite was decided, but it i5 thought
Patsy Alsop, formerly assistant editor, books need more naked facts and plainthat Salt Lake will be the ultimate des-
. " (,
Offers Courses Leading to·Degr~es InFrom the "City of Whispers" come sev-
eral rumors to the effect that Sawed-off
SOPHOMORE NOTES
Geological Engineering
Verdant TiIl\ber.
Dear Verdant Timber:
Not being on the party I really
\t.now. Can't you remember?
B. P. N.
don't
Pa Perey has decided that perhaps he
might take a coed to the coed dance.
Look your best, girls.
The eighth wonder has come to pass.
We hear that the A. S. S. M. has enough
money to pay all outstanding ebts.
'. For the benefit of all Juniors, Seniors,
and any others that may everbe exposed
to II. course in sampling. It is admitted
that the first rule of sampling is to sam-
ple frequently, but the editor feels that
his should be preceded by some precau-
Murphy and McCarthy are still manu-
facturing very poisonous gases in the
laboratory and their sole' purpose seems
to be the killing off of the Mets, as they
leave as soon as the gas is produced.
tination.
tionary steps.
1. Sniff cautiously.
2. Taste carefully.
3. Get a funnel.
But the best of it is that if we knew
half of what we are SUPPosedto know the
Professors would have to go.
a living.
politano More evidence concerning the
pep the Soph reporter raves about. accuracy?
There seemed to be somethingweighing
on the mind of Ignatz with the sensitive
soul. Being of an inquiSitiv turn we
asked him what the trouble Was It seems
that he had tried to budget 'hiS time for
his studies; calculated on th basis of
two hours of study to every hour of reci-
tation, he had to study everynight from
seven to one. That seemed pretty reason-
able to me So I asked why the long face.
He tells me that if he writes up his lab-
oratory' 'experiments as they are required
that it will take at least twohours more
and that doesn't leave him any time to
see Mabel.
Poor fellow, here's nothing he can do
but tell Mabel to go jump in tlie lake. Write to The Registrar for Catalogue and Information
Just Mucked Frosh Humor A Strong and Well Trained Fa.culty
is now the editor-in-chief of the Acro- figures."
Will Eric ever get over his mania for
A Distinguished and Successful Alumni
JUNIOR NOTES
At the beginning of the new semester
we find that we have loot several of our
members and have gained at least one.
Among those leaving us at this time are:
Johnnie Jones, In Hall, Ost and Titus.
It is reported that Ost and Titus have
taken positions with the A. C. M. Co., as
samplers in the mines. Mr. Funk is the
only one of the new students who has
signified his tntentions of taking part in
class activities so far. He is one of the
The Sophomore meeting which was not
held Wednesday, Feb. 13, was a great
success.
Our Prayer
o Lawd in Heaven,
I'm not bright,
Make the bell to ring,
Before I recite..FROSH NOTES
Reasons tor Study. You can't tell about these coeds-and
"Studies serve for delight, for ornament, if you could you shouldn't.
and for ability. TheIr chief use for de-
light is in the privateness and retiring;
for omament, and disposition of business.
For expert men can execute, and perhaps
judge particulars one by one, but the gen-
These bathing sult scandals must cease
because the coeds just can't go in the
cold water without warm woolen bathtng
suits.
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THE MINING SCHOOL ness of orientation which is impossible gest mining camp in South America, and sensing the fact that the Miners had I ticeable let down in defense can be traced I Th~ return to school of Little has help- It t-ook a lot of nerve to call that foul
. OF THE FUTURE iri' the other type of institution. boasts every modern convenience. In fact blown up, started to rally and as the to this. Elderkin who played in Matlocks Ied to fill the place left by Sigler. in the last couple of minutes with the
All the instructors in such an tnstttu- it is ultra-modern in that electricity has whistle blew ending the game the Bobcats place, while plenty willing, has not as --- score tied.
, ion, regardless of the field in which they been utilized for nearly every conceivable tied the score. The extra five minutes ~t the experience to pass out the game Little is not playing the kind o.f basket-
(Continued from Page L) I tri 't' I ed f h h d It was a good .....me at that. PtnaIare engaged, are, of necessity, by reason purpose. Heat, light and power are e ec c was as eXCIlng as the rest of the game that Fat does as the usual thing. The ball that he would have p ay I e a ..-
.something else, and from a point of view of their daily contacts with their collea- And even in the mine, we have electric and with the 'score tied, Browning, Bob- Miner team battled against these odds been in school all year. score 15-13.
,.of'geI).eralculture and of ridding the stu- gues, with their students, and with their stoves for heating and for preparing our cat runrLtng guard let a shot go with the until there were but twelve minutes left
dent of the uncouthness which is inevit- acquainances outside of the institution, mid-shift lunch. gun to win for the Bobcats by the narrow to play, Matlock then went in and had he
ably. -Cl!,aracteristic of youth with little deeply nerested and concerned in the The single American employees here marin of two points. played the entire half the Miners would
social background, there is much to be mineral industry itself. Furthermore, such live in a large staff house .. We have a The game started slaw with the Bobcats have been returned easy victors.
said in favor of this kind of contact far an Institution affords remarkable oppor- swimming pool, library, gymnasium, bil- attempting to draw the Miners in a man The second Mines-Idaho Tech. game
b ildi ini g sngtneer geolo- b l' II th tr nd l t n de~n-"" Th Min did t f 11 1 t . h Fat h ed t d that he come up to stay.for .the UI mg mirun . , tunHy for the orientation even of the liard room, ow mg a ey, ea e a ;;0 rna =-:. e ers no a was p ayed in Bu teo The Mines Wit Fat s ow up every orwar
• gist' or metallurgist. Certainly the grad- teacher of pure science into those fields social club. There are a half dozen tennis for it al ough the Cats stalled for nearly Matlock recovered fram his injury was has played against this year.
uate schools in geolagy at such institu- in which their particular science can be .courts, Tile company for a nominal sum five minutes. The first score in the game a fifty per cent improved team. For the
tions ~ . .emcago, Harvard, Yale, Callfor- of the greatest service to the mineral in- furnishes saddle horses, but most of the did not come until after three minutes first half the game was good, then the Quinn will be one sweet guard next. nized as the great. guard that he is.
ma and the like, are doing probably the. dustry. Think what it would mean to a fellaws here have their awn horses, .of play. The lead then seesawed back Orediggers started to ramble. TIle score year.
best work in the world at the present mining school to have as a teacher of With all of these opportunities for and forth in the first half with the score at half time was 18-8 and at the end of
time. physics a man like Dr. Max Mason of the pleasant recreation along with a few so- at half time 11-11. The second half open- the game the score was 46-26. Every man
. On the other hand, ·the undergraduate University of Chicago, who has made such cial functions each month, it is not hard ed up with the Miners spurting to the on the Mines team showed that he knew
.calleges and universities of the country a splendid analysis of geophysical pros- to become satisfied with existence here, front and staying there until the final what it was all about and when the game
as a whole, bath state and endowed, have pecting. despite the fact that I am nearly 9000 two minutes of play, when either buck was over there was not a question in any-
suffered from a great influx of "students" Such a man, whose first duties would, miles from Butte. fever or Bobcatltis stopped the Miners one's mind as to which team was the best.
so called, many of wham are young people of course, be to teach a broad, general, The ore body being mined here at a and the Cats tied and then won the game. The Idaho team uses a one handed shot
who da not come to callege for an edu- tharaugh course in physiCS, should also normal rate of from 18,000 to 20,000 tons The Min rs were the superior team thru- that is the prettiest that has been shown The girls prellm1nary game to the East.-
catian, but who are ~ent to callege either, do and direct research wark in geophy- per day lies in two segments around the out the entirc game but at no time durin~ here by any team this year. The Miners em Montana Normal game waa Interest-
because it appears to their parents to be sical methods. This is merely an illus- periphery of a great volcano plug. the game did they show the stuff that was wcre hard put to block the shot in the Ing.
the socially carrect ti:_lingto da, or because tration; the same thing can be done in Another thing about the mine that Is really in them. Numerous shots were first half but in the second half the
it appears to .offer a short cut to easy, lu- every other field in the mining school. strikingly out of the ordinary is the means missed tnat at any other time would have Miners played the Idaho team for the It was in the light of an educational
crati~e employment ip a white-collar jab, Of caurse, I am satisfied that the min- of access to the mine workings, They are been easy for the Mines sharpshooters. shot and stopped them easily. Fat Mat.- feature of the School of Mines.
The presence of a very large percentage ing school .of the future will pay more entered from below and it is necessary Jack Matlock could not get going In the lock was the outstanding star but all of
of young peaple .of this type, frequently and mare attention to fundamentals, to ascend ina shaft to reach them. It first half at all Fat and Kiley along the Miners showed that they were as The women's rules were used. They
lacking in any orientation, pursuing no mare attention to prinCiples and less to will also interest you, Professor Simons, with Quinn and .Sigler showed that they good as the man playing opposite them.. slow up a game, to say the lea.st.
particular course, but weaving their way practice--theory, gaad theary, and lats of t~ learn that the compressors here are 10- were on II. par with college players of the Next Game.
thru·th.e catalog in the pursuit of saft it. I have sometimes wandered whether cated at an elevation of from 1500 to country. The loss of this game when The next and final game for the Miners Roy McFarland was bribed in this rame
courses' an4' of instructors who have the it might be possible to develop a theory 2000 feet below the places where the air it should have been an easy win again will be played in Butte on February 2S All of the girls made candy for him.
reputatian of being easy, is certainly not .of mining even, parallelling Clausewitz's is used. showed that the Mines pick out the big against the Montana Normal The Nor-
conducive to the creatian of the praper remarkable book on the "Theory of War", I have been made assistant foreman games in which to go into a slump. The mal headed by Lang has been defeat€d Mac was Iooldng to his interests when
atmosphere in whiph to pursue intensive which is almost as practical and as sub- of the La Fortuna mine in which the only bad feature ot the entire game was by the Miners once tll1:i year but they he consented to referee that game.
professiapal training. ject to expediency as· mining methods smaller segment of the ore body is being the decision that gave the Bobcats a win are coming with the avowed intention
Another 'disadvant!\-ge-which the min- themselves, worked. My job consists of supervising in the fir t overtime period. With thirty of stopping the fast Orediggers. The He turned in a nice game and he was .~:,------",,,,--,,,-------------.-.-,~
ing school attached to an institution of I believe that in the mining school of the labor, and with the help of several seconds to go the Mines had the ball out games between the Normal and the Mines up against a few difficulties. , AL' PHOTO HOP ,.
the more general type is subjected to is the future much attention will be paid native "cabos" (shift bosses) I get along under their own basket. Matlock who always are good games and there is no I
that, of course, the educatian .of the em- to English and Economics, and to the ne- fairly well. At first I had a hard time was thro the ball in was standing reason to expect that. the Min.ers will be Mac .. ent. do'inl for the count once. The ; KODAK P£C1ALrT t
bryo engineer, must be builded an a very cessity for turning out educated gentle- with the language, but now my tongue'is on the line when he threw the ball in; oft or that. the Normal squad will be easy. girls can be rough., too, I guess.. a BROADWAY ,
broad basis of mathematics, chemistry, men rather than laboring men who know beginning to behave. SuIlivan took this opportunity to call for Any team that has as its leader a man
physics, ecpnomics, English, and the like, hoVl to look thru a transit or make a During the War the ore was ripped out the first time in the entire evening this such as Lang who is accurate from any
and in these institutians there is almost fire essay. .of here in an almost senseless fashion particular foul and gave the ball to he part of the floor Is dangerous at all times.. year could thump the team of Jut. year.
complete departmental autanamy. Each I believe that in the mining school of with the result that all of the upper levels Bobcats der the Mines basket. The ball Added to the {act that there Is a strong Applesauce.
department is largely a law unto itself, the future there will be more studying and have caved to the surface, forming an was toss in to Browning past the center friendly rivalry beween the two 1Scll001s
Mathematics is taught, not as a tool of less teaching, more thrawing of students enarmaus declivity near the crater rim, of the fl r who made a wild heave for Is the fact that t.h1s Is the la.st game of Of course they played moc1i1l
the engineer, but as a science, delightful on their own initiative, and more rigorous !;nown as the Fortuna Cave. Water Is he basket and registered, th season for the both teams and they rul
in itself, to be pursued far its own ends, standards of performance and .ofconduct, pumped to the rim and deployed over the E. ~I, N. wiU both try to clou the season with a
with much the same attitude as the face- with less and less place for loafers and surface ot this cave in large piles, It The n xl game was against Eastern victory.
tious taast proposed at a meeting of the dilletantes. seeps Into the ore body taking copper into Montana Normal 10 Butte. The tina I
American Mathematical Society In Chi- I believe that In the mining school of salutlon. This copper Is recovered by scoro was 58-6 in fa\'or of the Mines. Ore-
cago a few years ago: "Here's ta Mathe- the future the professors will be gentle- precipitation with scrap iron on the lower di ,g rs s cond string players played for
matics. May she never be useful ta any- men, men of broad culture and of wide levels, The working of the mine consists nearly t y minutes and the game waa
one." Much the same thing is true with Interests, but thoraughly trained and of driving drifts, crosscuts and raises, as slow anduninterest1og.
Chemistry or, with PhysiCS, and so an thoroughly devoted to the particular field entry ways and water passages, and tl1e lines.-Montana NormaJ
dawn the line. The courses in these in- .ofknowledge In which it is their business recovery .of the copper, I am interested On Thur y, January the Mines left on with the men' rules Dol to mention 1fT-
stitutions are a good deal like the combin- ta encaurage students to study. I be- In the work and like It, on of the south. The squad Ing to get acquainted wit!:! the game that
ation breakfasts which are so popular lieve that in the upper classes they will All of t.he surveying is done by Chilean was the biggest that the
nowadays, where yau find yourself forced be chasen for their skill in encouraging mining engineers. A survey crew consists Mines have ever carried on a basketball
to choose between bacan and breakfast students to study rather than for their of the surveyor and about eight helpers, trip this year. In the squad were: Coe.ch
faod, or between cantaloupe and coffee, ability to feed their students large doses It tickles me pink to see them work. They McAulUfe, L. Matlock, J. MaUock, Klley,
and there is inescapably a lack .of coor- of predigested pigeon's milk, proceed to the place to be surveyed in Quinn, Tl"lcworthy, McCourt, E. Elderkin
dinatian and a lack of orientation .of the I am inclined to think that the four single file, the engineer in the lead and H(>nry J. ullh'an, MacFarland, G. Little,
students' wark taward the particular field year course will remain the standard the helpers follOwing, each carrying a A. Wilson Alst. MgT. and ~urphy, Man-
in which he expects to make his prafess- thing: that probably within the mining part of the paraphernalia. The Import- ager. Prof. Scott accompanled the team
sional career. I am nat speaking, of school itself the first two years will be ance of each man In the crew can be as far as Dillon and returned the next
course, of the actual courses themselves practically uniform and that In these first guaged by the thing he is carrying. The morning.
In Mining, Metallurgy and Geology, but two years there \vill be much t-eachlng most Important helper carries the In- The 11 t gnnIo against tbe
of the contributary caurses which are of- and a much larger proportion of reclta- strument; and the least Important, at the Normal w cno of those 8 m
fered by other departments of the Uni- tions and class work to the amount of extreme end of the tile, may only be al-
versity over which the mining school has credit given ihan In the upper two years. lotted a measly plumb-bob. The engin-
........... ._. :In. u... unn two yeO-Tilwll\ come the dl.t- eer 'Oointa out the -Y I tlU
where an expression of its opinion is 1oIS- ferentlation, and 1 believe, that guided the important helper sets up the In.stru-
ually resented as an Invasian of a col- study with conferences wlll largely re- ment, levcls, and sets the plates. The
league's rights, place recltatians, In other wards, what rest of the helpers do everything eise,
There is growing up in these general we will have is a faur year course leading each having his particular duty. When
colleges and universities, aiso, a tendency to the Bachelor's degree, with subsidized all Is ready the engineer squints thru the
toward the establishing of Junior calleges, graduate study for those wh sohow suI- translt-It has already been set on the
both within and without the university ficlent ability to justify their going on Sight-and calls out the reading to the
itself, and the juniar collgege tendency is for a year of graduate work and receiving helper, who carries the notebook. Truly,
toward a standardized two-year prepara- their Master's degree, and still higher sub- a surveyor has an easy life here. I have
tian, uniform for all the courses leading sidized study for those Who show suffl- often wondered why they don't carry the
to a four year degree, This tendency, cient exceptional ability to justify their precious fellaw around in a litter.
which will meet, of course, with same op- study for their doctorate. All this implies The country is behind times in every-
PQsition from the technical and profess- from the freshman year onward, canstant thing but militarism. The army has been
ional schools of the university, is never- selection and a high concentration ratio. trained by German officers, and the uni-
theless quite a strong one, and I think The mining school of the future will form is an exact copy of the German.
wlll materially modify the value and con- have three main functions: The goose-step Is done with brilliant ex-
tent of the technical courses of these First: Systematic training of youth for ccution and many of the commands are
institutions Inside of the next ten years, service to the state and to themselves thru 10 German. The southern part of Chile
Naw, let us turn to an examination of the development of Its mineral indusLry. has a large Teutonic population and is
the separate or szgregated mining SChool, Second: Advancement .of knowledge almost completely Germanized, Spanish
standing as a unit of the educational sys- thl'u investigation, practical and scienti- Is hardly spoken there. The breweries
tem on Its awn feet and on its own cam- fie, in hose fields upon which the ad- and paCking houses export their products
pus. It Is, in almost all respects, the very vancement of mineral technolO'JYdeppnda: to all parts of South America. The "Pil-
antithesis of the other type .of institution Third: A source of expert opinion to sner" beer made there is as good as any
of which we have just been speaking. It thase who, not having a highly trained In the warld, and nearly every American
has certain very seriaus dangel's. The staff of their own, need guidance service, resident always has a case of It on Ice--
greatest of all is, perhaps, the danger .of and the Institutions wlll also serve In the a fact that makes visiting feIlOW-Ameri-
narrawness of point .of view and of pro- assisting and counseling with the expert cans a pleasure. I make quite a few
vincialism on the part of its students. staffs themselves. visits.
The uncouthness which they have when All .of this implies a faculty of unusual If you are Interested in the mining
they come to school as freshmen in many excellence and of unusual training. methods or any other thing here that I
cases is likely to be intenSified, especially It implies equally that the mining can get Information about, you need only
If the school be, as it should be, in .ornear schoal of the future must have the closest notify me and I will supply you with any-
a mining camp. There is cansiderable relation with mineral indllstry itself, and thing I can.
danger that such a school may turn out must be closely adjacent to it, just as a If some of the fellaws who are grad-
artisans rather than prafessianal men, medical school must have its nearby has- uating this year are interested in com-
thoroughly at home in their digging pital clinic if it is to afford acceptable ing down here, I can give them a lot of
clothes undergraund, but wha lack entire- training. informatian.
Iy·the social qualities essential to an ysub- Respectfully,
stantial profeSSional success. LETTER FROM GRAD. Hinrlchson.
The great advantage which these insti-
tutions possess, however, mare than com-
pensates, i believe, the dangers' enumer-
ated, especially if these dangers are un-
derstood and guarded against by tne in-
stitutions themselves. In the first place,
the segregated mining school can be ad-
vantageously located. In volume 5 .of the
Transactions of the Institute, in a dis-
cu,ssion of American students of minii-Ig
in'Germany, I find this interesting state-
ment:
schools thBt they plAy. Th N rmaJ th.la
ycar had mary \'eterans aa the Mm
and they are bolstered by the fact that
In Captain K. Lang they have a lonl-
shot artist who can hold his 0'Q.lJ)'Q.1th
the best of them. The MJnes came out
on the long end of a 36-27 score but It.
was a costly ctory for the Mines. L.
Matlock had one of his knees wrenched
and he on the bench for the rest of
the trip. Lan starred lor the Normal
quint while the .Mines team sparkled with
stars, the two latrocks being the out.-
standing members of our gang.
!'tIines-PocateUo RaUway Club
The second gnme of the trip could be
labeled the battle of the century, It
brought home again that well known fact
that it is a mistake to play any independ-
ent team in their own b3ck yard. The
MJnes lost what was called a basketball
game but which in reality was only a
rough and tumble fight. Jackson former-
ly of Mt. St. Charles handled the whistle
or rather lost it and seemed to enjoy the
spectacle of seeing Mines players slugled
from .one cnd of the floor to the other.
The final SCOl'eWIIS 33-27 In favor of
Pocatello. The best that we can do Is
reproduce part of the account ot the lame
as given In the "Pocatello Tribune,"
P. A. C. Performs "Acrobatics In Defeat-
Ing !'t11ners 33-27.
By E. E. S.
"Heinie's" address is c-a Braden Capper
Co., Rancagua, Chile, South America.
No Apologies, No Alibis.
Any sports writer could say a lot of
things about the P. A. C. win over the
Montana Miners last night, but few of
the remarks would be nice. Principal
among the reflections are the facts that
the game was probably the roughest seen
here among grownup quints, held little
.of entertainment value and was poorly
handled."
(Continued from Page 1.)
ghastly barren stretch of wierd mountain
country, aproaching absalute desert in ar-
idity. The camp, itself, is in no better
way.
I canfess that, at this time, I felt pretty
squeamish abaut Chile in general and was
beginning to regret ever having left the
States.
We did not have time to'visit the mine,
sa I spake to Ladic and Martin over the
phane. It will be .only a short time until
they return hame. Valparaiso, the prin-
,cipal port of Chile, a large madern city,
IS near the northern end of the valley of
Chile, whose climate approximates that
of :o;authern California.
. Santiago, the capital, is situated 70
miles sauth east .of this port and is, with
its canveniences, beauty, and climate, a-
·long with lack of prahibition, a better
City to live in than nearly any of·its size
in the United States.
SHOWINGS IN MINES ATHELTICS
(Cantinued from Page 1.)
the Nl:ines took things easy and although
they had been only off the train an hour
cauld have run up any score they desired.
E. rd. N. S. •
The second game of the trip was against
the Eastern Mantana Narmal School. The
score was even bigger than the .one the
first night, The Orediggers again took
things easy and the score did not indicate
the superiority .of the Miners over the
Narmal team. Strange to say, In these two
games not one Mines man was removed on
personal fauls. This goes to prove the
statement that the officials who referee
Mines games in cities where the Mines
players have played all hear that the Min-
ers are rough and then go about proving
it by throwing out a Mines man.
Bobcats.
The next--Mines ame was with the Bob-
cats. Minus their stars, who were unable
to' make a trip because of sickness and
studies, the Babcats hit Butte. The
Mines were sure of a win. But in the last
two minutes the veteran Orediggers with
the game in the bag succumbe~ to an at-
tack of buck fever and with a six point
lead threw the game away. The Boheats,
The account goes on to tell that Wes
Dean, captain .of the Pocatello team start-
ed the fireworks and ·that the only time
that the Mines entered into anything
rough was when they went to the defense
of a Mines plaYer who had been knocked
acrass the floar. The sport writer of the
paper places the stamp of approval' on the
entire Mines team and comments that the
quicker the memory of the game is erased
the better.
L. Matlock did not get into the game
at all and there Is but little doubt as to
who would have been the winner of Fat
had of played even as rough as the game
was. On tap of all of this the box scare
shows that the :r.1inerswere fouled twelve
times while the Idaho battlers were fouled
but twice.
Well as the Pocatello sport writer said
the quickertforgotten the better.
Mines-Idaho Southern Branch
The MineS-Idaho Tech game was one
of the greatest ever played in Pocatello.
The final score was 32-31 in favor of the
Idaho team. The Idaho team had one
of the prettiest offenses that the Mines
have bumPed into for a long time. Again
the Oredigg rs were minus the services
of their star guard Matlock and the no-
"One of the greatest advantages of
:the Freiberg schaol was the iIitimate
<. .~annection of the mines and works and
the government, whereby OPportunity
was. afforded for practical instruction
~under the mast favorable conditions:
ind the presence of these mines and
works· in the immediate vicinity of the
·school obviated the loss .of time which
would otherwise be incurred."
an. .observation of considerable local sig-
nif'm lcance. Furthermore, the atmosphere Rancagua ("Rancid Water") Is the
fe~~ be, and should be made highly pro- I junction and valley terminus of the B.
a ~SlOna! i~ .t~ne, stUdents and faculty Campany Railroad. This railroad des-
dlike thmkm,g m terms of the mineral in- cends 500 fee~ in 35 miles and forms the
u,stry to which they are committing their only connecting link this camp has with
liv~. This professional atmasphere is the outside world.
also stimulated' by the location of the
school in a permanent mining camp (if
there be such a thing). It is POSSible,
under Ijuch circumstances, to develop an
in~eru;ification of~effort and ~ consclow~-
Rancagua lies forty miles e;outh of San-
tiago, on the main line of the Chilean
State Railroad which traverses the cen-
tral valley from north to south.
Sewall (elevation 7000 feet) is the lar-
Women' B ketb II.
In starting I t me apolosize Cor the way
In which this arUcle Is written. cty only
excuse Is thnt I do no kno,,"' anYthJng
about the game that the girls are play-
ing and It Is hard enough to keep up
the women are playing.
The Minerettes got oft to a late start
but in the past few weeks they are makinl
up for that. Under the dlrecUoll of .us.
Roach they ha\'e play lhr gam at
the gym which were billed aa prcUmJn-
llries but which ha\'e a!.traded a DOd
dcuJ 01 attenUon. All the pm
pla d und l' the rulea of ,,"'omn
k tball ratMr tbAn undn Lh mod f
aa r th cord pm
Altbough they b \'e been bee~ In
every start the coeds clAim that they arc
hll\ing a lot of fun and stoutly maJntaIn
that It Is not all In the winnl.ni. In fact
they maintain that It ls part of their
physical education work and as they
cannot have inlro-muralltulles they muat
take on outsiders. More power to them.
Center
B. Ellis (1) R. LaDuJte
Center
T. Davis D. Kane (5)
Guard
M. Trueworthy L. Maillet (2)
Guard
P. Hirsh Mulholland (8)
Guard
SPORT 0 GRAPHS
The loss of Sigler, who has quit school,
will be felt by the team more than they
or their supporters really think.
Sigler did not make many holes but he
got the ball in where the rest of the ladB
could make them.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2'1, 1929
Trueworthy and McCoUrt are coming The Mlnerettes took Jt as a joke untU
along nice and will make things interest- the score was tied; when they tried to
Ing for some of the lads next year. settle ddliro and play the underdog had
We see Breeden has at. last been reaJg-
He has been offered a chance to play
with the Hillyards 01 at. Louis.
Kiley's habit of taking a long one and
being so confident that th.e ball would go ---
.. Thompson of Bozeman has at last. found
In that he did not even follow the shot I
has cost us several baskets in important hl.mse.ll after s1xteen games.
games. __ The Bobcats will cake tbe loc1Qf 0Wl-
taln Championship in a I.k.a '1.
PbODe ":34
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1144 west Park
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The girll· pm IaIt yuu
as 10m or hlah "hOOI
.. e I played.
e adm t that the pmes
but. I th.Lnk thAt thJ.5
to the tact that tbey ere, 118 at top
speed aU the Ume as to t.he fact thai th~
wanted to be rouah.
F EL
At that .. e can Ia)" that Ulls pme ...
a pink. tea. AW ~cF'ltrland.
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' You'll find anap to them- ,
BOWS & 4-IN-HANDS
Our store Is headquarters for
YOUNG MENS NECKWEAR
I II 80UCtlER'S. I
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This closes the career at the Montana
State School of Mines of an athlete who
has wan eight letters, Four are in bas-
ketball, and four in football.
Sigler also served a.s captain of the bas-
ketball team two years ago.
Before cOming to the Montana State
School of Mines Sigler had never played
basketball or football. He is a product
of MacAuliffe entirely.
Juney may be seen in action again, th.o,
if the Miners enter a team in the local
independent league tournament, which
will be for the state title.
It will probably be a team entered as
the M Club.
24 Hour en'ice for
Phone 800 10;. \\"e t ar
Mining ~1ach· ry
and Mine Supplies
Pumps, Compressors, Drill, Electric and
Steam Hoists, Repauno Gelatin Powder
Fuse and Caps, and Everything eeded to
Conduct a ~1ine
A. C. M. Hardware House
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